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ARTWORK REQUIREMENTSCONTACT/ORDER

CARRIAGE

PAYMENT

Telephone: (01522) 778805

Fax: (01522) 778577

Email: sales@impsport.com

Web: www.impsport.com

Carriage is charged on all orders. Please refer 

to our carriage charge price list or contact 

Customer Service for more information.

All Customers with approved credit accounts 

are required to pay a 50% deposit on all 

bespoke orders prior to the start of the 

manufacturing process with the remaining 

balance due on completion prior to goods 

being despatched.

Customers without credit accounts can pay 

in full by credit/debit card, bank transfer or 

cheque prior to the start of the manufacturing 

process.

The greater the quality of the logos and designs that 

you supply, the greater the accuracy of the artwork our 

designers can produce - and the quicker a final design 

can be approved.

If you have sourced artwork from the original designers 

or companies we will require this in either eps, ai., or 

pdf format, or files created in Macromedia Freehand 

MX or Adobe Illustrator CS2 where all fonts are 

converted to outlines.

If you are unable to source original artwork, or have 

created logos or other elements yourself, and are 

unsure of how to save them, please save them as jpegs 

of the highest quality.  Low resolution jpeg or other 

artwork files will require additional work by our artroom 

department and could incur additional charges.

If you have any queries relating to artwork 

requirements, please don’t hesitate to contact our 

artwork department.
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jerseys

short sleeve
PERFORMANCE ROAD JERSEY

Our new improved road jersey, made from Cool 
Core or environmentally friendly Ecocore fabric, 
designed to wick moisture away from the body in 
even the warmest of conditions.

Available in 3 zip variations to make your ride 
even more comfortable and 3 rear pockets for 
storage. Elasticated cuffs and hem.

Short Sleeve short zip CY 04021024A

Short Sleeve 3/4 zip CY 04021024B

Short Sleeve full zip CY 04021024C

Long Sleeve short zip CY 04021025A

Long Sleeve 3/4 zip CY 04021025B

Long Sleeve full zip CY 04021025C

long sleeve
PERFORMANCE ROAD JERSEY

Manufactured in Cool Core or environmentally friendly 

Ecocore fabric and with longer sleeves for those 
cooler climates. Available in 3 zip variations 

and 3 rear pockets for storage. Elasticated 
cuffs and hem.

REAR VIEW
VIEWE

sleeveless
PERFORMANCE ROAD JERSEY

When the short sleeves just aren’t enough 
and you need to cool down, then this is the 
perfect option. Available in 3 zip variations 
for optimum ventilation, 3 rear pockets and 
elasticated hem. Manufactured in Cool Core 
or environmentally friendly Ecocore fabric, this 
sleeveless jersey is the ultimate top to wear in 
the hottest climates. 

Sleeveless: short zip CY 04021023A 3/4 zip CY 04021023B  full zip CY 04021023C

NEW FOR 2012

REAR VIEW
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jerseys

long sleeve
DOWNHILL JERSEY

Baggy fit jersey manufactured 
in Cool Core or environmentally 
friendly Ecocore fabric, designed 
to wick away moisture from the 
body. Made specifically to wear 
over body armour for the extreme 
rider with long sleeves, crew neck 
collar and elasticated cuffs. 

Long Sleeve Downhill Jersey CY 04021393

REAR VIEW

TRACK VEST

Close fitting lycra jersey, 
ideal for track racing or shorter 
distance time trials where no 
pockets are required. 

Short Sleeve CY 04021003

Long Sleeve CY 04021004

RE
AR VIEW
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SAFE AND SECURE
ONLINE ORDERING

www.impsport.com
www.yourclubshop.co.uk

FREE delivery on all Impsport branded 
clothing orders of £75 or more.



jackets

RAIN GILET

Get light protection from the elements 
with our rain gilet made in Drycore 
fabric, designed to repel water on 
those wet rides. Ultra lightweight 
material allows the gilet to be rolled 
up and put in jersey pocket when not 
needed. With mesh back area for extra 
breathability and race number visibility.

Rain Gilet  CY 04041034
Windproof Gilet  (not shown) CY 04041005
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REAR VIEW

WINTER GILET
Thermal lined sleeveless jacket made in 
Thermocore fabric, designed for those cooler 
mornings and evenings. With 3 rear pockets 
and elasticated hem.

Winter Gilet CY 04041046

lightweight
TRAINING JACKET
An ideal accompaniment to your kit to wear 
over your jersey when warming up or cooling 
down. Long sleeved, made from heavyweight 
Coolcore fabric with full length zip, 3 rear 
pockets and elasticated cuffs and hem.  

Lightweight Training Jacket CY 04041029



jackets

WINTER JACKET

For the cold weather rider 
this is the perfect accessory. 
Made from Thermocore 
fabric, full zip and 
elasticated cuffs and hem, 
the Impsport winter jacket 
will keep the warm air in and 
the cold air out. 

Winter Training Jacket 

CY04041045

RE
AR V

IEW
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VIEWE

Flo Winter Jacket     CY04041045A

FLO WINTER JACKET

The ultimate in warm cycling 
clothing, ideal for riding in 
those dark, cold winter months. 

Manufactured in Thermocore 

fabric, this jacket provides optimum 

protection against the elements. 

Also features zip pocket for personal 

belongings, 3 rear pockets and 

elasticated cuffs and hem. Available 

in Hi-vis Fluorescent yellow and 

reflective piping. 

long sleeve
RAIN JACKET

A lightweight water repellent jacket, 

designed to protect the rider in 

the wettest conditions. Made from 

Drycore Fabric, with a full length zip, 

elasticated cuffs and hem.

Long Sleeve Rain Jacket 
CY04041033

Windproof Jacket (not shown) 
CY04041008

REAR VIEW
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skinsuits
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Designed for the keen racer and timetriallist, 
the Impsport long sleeve skinsuit is ideal for 
those cooler climates. Made from Coolcore and 
Cooltec fabrics with shaped TMF MicroXfine 
seat pad for extra comfort. Finished with a 3/4 
concealed zip and leg grippers, this garment will 
look and feel great against the skin.

Long Sleeve Performance Skinsuit

CY 04011002

long sleeve
PERFORMANCE 
SKINSUIT

REAR VIEW

Short Sleeve               
Performance Skinsuit 

CY 04011001

Designed for the keen racer and timetriallist, 
the Impsport short sleeve skinsuit is made 
from Coolcore and Cooltec fabrics with 
shaped TMF MicroXfine seat pad for extra 
comfort. Finished with a 3/4 concealed zip 
and leg grippers, this garment will look and 
feel great against the skin.

short sleeve
PERFORMANCE SKINSUIT

REAR VIEW

Bodyfit Racesuit

CY 04011577

BODYFIT RACESUIT

The ultimate in 
performance 
cycling 
clothing! For 
the rider with 

a competitive 
edge, the Impsport 
bodyfit racesuit is 
the perfect choice. 

A one-piece Coolcore 
fabric construction with 

sleeve and leg grippers and finished with 
a 3/4 length concealed zip. An essential 
garment for all those in pursuit of 
optimum aerodynamics and speed.
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shorts
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TECHFIT
PANELLED
BIBSHORTS

Classic design black 
bibshort with printed 
side panels. Made 
from Cooltec and 
Coolcore fabrics and 
fitted with mesh bib 
and TMF MicroXfine 
seat pad for added 
comfort.

A 3/4 length 
tight made from 
Coolcore and 
Cooltech fabrics. 
Ideal for those who 
like to wear long 
socks or just get 
some air to the 
legs!  Available 
with or without 
TMF MicroXfine 
seat pad.

BIBKNICKERS

o 

Bibknickers 

CY 04031015

BIBTIGHTS

When it gets cooler, the Impsport 
bibtight will provide the warmth on the 
legs needed for a productive ride. Made 
from Cooltec and Coolcore fabrics and 
featuring full length zip and foot loops.

Bibtights  CY 04031010

THERMODRESS 
BIBTIGHTS

For those winter months when legs 
require warmth, these bibtights made 
from Thermotec and Thermocore fabrics 
and fitted with TMF MicroXfine seat pad 
and footloops make for a comfortable 
garment. Also available without seat 
pad.

Thermodress Bibtights

CY 04031048

Bibshorts     
CY 04031009

TWENTY-TWELVE
FULL PRINT
BIBSHORTS

A new innovative design from 
Impsport with printed ‘wrap around’ 
leg area to create a more visual and 
ergonomically race-fit garment. 
Manufactured in Cooltec and 
Coolcore fabrics and fitted with 
mesh bib and TMF MicroXfine seat 
pad for added comfort.

Bibshorts     CY 04031017

BOTH DESIGNS AVAILABLE 
WITHOUT BIB:
Codes:  CY 04031007 
 CY 04031016

Upgrade to an Elite seat pad on 
all shorts and skinsuit products for 

increased performance and comfort.
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ARMWARMERS

For extra warmth in cooler 
weather, these tight fitting 
Coolcore and Cooltec fabric 
armwarmers are the perfect 
partner for your jersey.

Armwarmers
CY 04051011

Thermodress Armwarmers
CY 04051063

THERMODRESS ARMWARMERSRS

(Not shown) For colder climates, these tight 
fitting thermocore lycra armwarmers are the ideal 
accompaniment to our Thermocore Winter Gilet.
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LEGWARMERS

Tight fitting Coolcore and Cooltec 
fabric legwarmers, a perfect 
extension of your shorts for those 
cooler rides.

Legwarmers
CY 04051012

THERMODRESS 
LEGWARMERS

(Not shown) Tight fitting 
Thermotec lycra legwarmers, a 
perfect extension of your shorts 
for those colder climates. 

Thermodress Legwarmers
CY 04051066

KNEEWARMERS

Cooltec and Coolcore fabric 
kneewarmers for those cooler 
days when shorts just aren’t long 
enough.

Kneewarmers
CY 04051013

er
long 

THERMODRESS 
KNEEWARMERS

(Not shown) Thermotec and 
Thermocore fabric kneewarmers for 
colder days. Ideal for wearing under 
tights.

Thermodress Kneewarmers
CY 04051064
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accessories
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THERMODRESS 
OVERSHOES
(Not shown) For more extreme climates and 
creating a more aerodynamic shape on the 
feet. Thermocore lycra overshoes with heel 
and cleat holes. Rear zip for easy fit. 

OVERSHOES

Overshoes
CY 04051014

For riding in cooler weather and 
creating a more aerodynamic shape 

on the feet. Coolcore overshoes 
with heel and cleat holes. Rear 

zip for easy fit.

‘SLIPPERY PIMP’
OVERSHOES - RUBBERISED

A pvc rubberised overshoe 
for ultimate aerodynamic 
shape. Faster feet for time 
trials!

Rubberised 
Overshoe

CY 04051067

CYCLE CAP
A lightweight elasticated cap 
manufactured in polycotton twill and 
available in two sizes. Flip up peak 
stiffened with plastic insert to enable 
repeated machine washing.

    Cycle Cap
CY 04061076

repeated machine washing

SOCKS
White sock with 

printable area on ankle 
for club name or logo.

    Socks
CY 04051072

SNOOD

Keep your head and neck 
warm throughout the 
colder months with this 
versatile Coolcore garment.
Can be printed in club or 
corporate designs.

Minimum order of 12 
required.

    Snood    CY 04051073

Thermodress Overshoes        CY 04051062

A durable holdall with ‘wet pack’ area to 
keep damp clothing separated from dry 
Adjustable webbing shoulder 
strap with pad for 
comfort.
Available in Black, 
Royal and Navy with 
personalised club name 
printed on both sides.
Approx. dimensions:      
75 x 35 x 30cm.

    Kit Bag    PL 0104QD080

KITBAG
et pack’ area to
ated from dry
der 



triathlon
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TRI SUIT

Made from quality Coolcore and 
Cooltec fabrics, the Impsport 
anatomically shaped sleeveless trisuit 
boasts optimum performance. Fitted 
with narrow Eschler Trevira Bioactive 
seat pad to enable more comfort 
during running and swimming. 
Available with front or rear zip. 

    Tri Suit
TN01011452

TRI TOP

Close fitting Coolcore tri top 
with low neck and front or 
rear zip.

    Tri Top     TN01021450

    Tri Shorts
TN01031451

TRI SHORTS
Cooltec and Coolcore short fitted with 
narrow Eschler Trevira Bioactive seat pad 
to enable more comfort when running 
and swimming.

REAR VIEW

REAR VIEW

ALL AVAILABLE WITH OR 
WITHOUT MESH POCKETS



triathlon
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LADIES TRI SUIT

Female specific Coolcore and Cooltec 
anatomically shaped sleeveless trisuit boasts 
optimum performance. Fitted with narrow 
Eschler Trevira Bioactive seat pad to enable 
more comfort during running and swimming. 
With rear zip. Available with or without bra 
support. 

    Ladies Tri Suit      TN01011477

    Ladies Tri Top      TN01021136

LADIES CROP TOP
Short length Coolcore tri top with 
or without bra support.

LADIES TRI TOP

Close fitting Coolcore tri top with 
low round neck and available 
with or without bra support.

    Ladies Tri Top     TN01021478
REAR VIEW



our chosen charity:
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action medical research
for children, for life
Charity reg. nos 208701 and SC039284

Supporting Action Medical Research, we are 
determined to stop the suffering of babies and 
children caused by disease and disability.

When you purchase any of the official kit, 
Impsport will make a donation from every 
sale to Action Medical Research.

Each donation will help to find ways to reduce 
premature birth, to support children facing a lifetime 
of challenges caused by disabilities, and to develop 
cutting-edge therapies for rare and incurable diseases.

Take Action and help change children’s lives.  

Please visit www.action.org.uk for more information 
on our chosen charity.

.
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with short zip

CY 04021024A

SHORT SLEEVE JERSEY      

with fitted side panels 
and zip pockets

CY04041045

WINTER CYCLING JACKET

with ergonomic 
antibacterial seat 

pad.

CY 04031009

BIBSHORTS

with embroidered
AMR logo and

back print.

PL0104KK403

POLO SHIRT
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Velo29, one of the UK’s best Elite 
Cycling Teams. 
The Group of 12 riders, mechanics, drivers, 
manager and helpers take to the roads of 
Britain and Europe each weekend to race 
against the biggest teams in the biggest 
events. 

Riders such as continental Pro Matt Kipling 
formally of Team Raleigh and Pinarello, Alex 
Bottomley, the current Junior Road Race Silver 
Medallist, Richard Meadows, National 800m 
Champion and continental amateur Dan 
Smith make up some of this growing and 
increasingly competitive team. 

Velo29 will this year take part in the Premier 
Calendar, The Elite Crit Series The Halfords 
Tour Series as well as the big UCI Tours of 
Morocco, Romani and Bulgaria. All big races, 
all televised and all full of the worlds best 
riders. 

Impsport join the list of sponsors for 2012 
and will be providing all the race clothing this 
season. It’s a great deal for both parties, the 
new kit looks great and will be seen all over 
the World. 

www.velo29.com

         ... There’s a great 

synergy between these 

2 exciting developing 

organisations”

- Richard Williamson,
Velo29 Team Chairman. 
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event merchandise

CLOTHING and ARMBANDS

CORREX and  RACE SIGNS

TAPES and BANNERS

We can print almost anything ... on anything! -  please call for info

From large format printing to 
safety pins - we’ve everything 
you need for your event!
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sizing/colours
SIZE CHARTS - all sizes are in inches.

    Please take care when ordering customised garments. These are all
‘made to order’ and cannot be returned or replaced if the correct size has not been ordered.

Chest 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

Centre Back 
26 27 28 29 29 29 29(Nape of neck base to spine-in riding position) 

Long Sleeve  (Armpit to wrist) 19 20 21 22 22 22 22

Waist 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

Shorts (Inside Leg) 7 8 9 10 10 10 10
 

MEN XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

 CHILDRENS’ SIZES

STANDARD COLOURS:

Black Navy Blue
P2767C

Purple
P267C

Grey
P430C

Red
P485C

Green
P343C

Turquoise
P299C

Royal Blue
P072C

This is intended as a guide only - we can reproduce almost 
any colour - please call for more details.

Chest 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

Centre Back 
25 25 26 26 27 27 28(Nape of neck base to spine-in riding position) 

Long Sleeve  (Armpit to wrist) 18 18 19 19 20 20 20

Waist 22 23 24 26 28 30 32

Shorts  (Inside Leg) 7 7 7 8 8 9 9

 

WOMEN XSS/6 XS/8 S/10 M/12 L/14 XL/16 XXL/18

Chest 24 26 28 30 32 34

Centre Back 
18 20 21 22 25 26(Nape of neck base to spine-in riding position) 

Long Sleeve  (Armpit to wrist) 13 15 16 17 18 19

Waist 23 24 25 26 27 28

Shorts  (Inside Leg) 6 6.5 6.5 7 7 7

 

CHILDREN       Approx. age: 5-6 6-7 8-9 9-10 11-12 12-13
                                 Size Labelled: 24 26 28 XXXS XXS XS

OVERSHOES                               

Ages shown as approximation - please use the 
measurements as a more accurate guide

Please see our stock range of coloured 

Cooltec lycra. Other colours can be printed 

to order using our Coolcore lycra. We 

recommend Cooltec lycra is used in the 

seat area of shorts and tights making best 

use of its durability properties helping to 

extend the lifetime of the garments.
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Terms and Conditions of Sale 

SPORTS & LEISURE BRANDS LIMITED
Registered no. 5299368 England Registered Office: Reynolds 
House, Lodge Farm, Wigsley Road, North Scarle, Lincoln LN6 
9HD.

Tel: 01522 778805. Fax: 01522 778577.

1: Terms of Contract

Sports & Leisure Brands Ltd (the ‘Company’) sells the goods listed in its 
catalogue’s (’Goods’, which expression shall as the context admits refer 
to all or any of such Goods) exclusively upon the terms set out below 
(the ‘Terms’). The ‘Customer’ shall refer to any person, firm, company 
or other organisation placing an order for any Goods. The placing 
of an order or acceptance of the Goods is deemed to constitute an 
agreement to observe and be bound by the Terms and any concession, 
latitude or waiver that may be or may not have been allowed by the 
Company at any time shall not prevent the Company subsequently 
exercising its full rights under the Terms.

2: Orders and Availability of Goods

2.1 All orders should be sent direct to Sports & Leisure Brands Ltd at 
Reynolds House, Lodge Farm, Wigsley Road, North Scarle, Lincoln LN6 
9HD. Orders must be in writing and can be sent by post, fax, email 
or via the Company’s web-sites on-line ordering process. Telephone 
orders can be accepted, but must be confirmed in writing by post, fax 
or e-mail.

2.2 The Goods are offered subject to availability at the time the 
Company receives the Customer’s order.

2.3 If the Customer cancels an order already accepted by the Seller 
then the Seller shall be entitled to terminate the contract with 
immediate effect and to dispose of any goods as it may determine and 
the Seller reserves the right to recover from the Customer a minimum 
handling fee of 50% of the total price of such goods (plus VAT thereon) 
which shall be paid by the Customer within 15 days of the date of 
invoice.

3: Prices

3.1 Prices quoted in all the Company catalogue’s and price lists 
are subject to change without prior notice to the Customer. Unless 
otherwise agreed Goods will be invoiced at the price ruling at the date 
of each order.

3.2 Prices given by the Company do not include Value Added Tax which 
will be charged to the Customer in addition for all goods supplied 
within the UK. Goods supplied outside the UK will be subject to 
the appropriate International Value Added Tax rules applying to the 
transaction and its destination.

4: Carriage and Packing

4.1 Delivery dates mentioned in any acknowledgement of order or 
elsewhere are approximate only and are not of any contractual effect 
and the Seller shall not be under any liability to the Customer in 
respect of any failure to deliver on any particular date or dates. Unless 
otherwise expressly agreed the Seller may effect the delivery in one 
or more instalments. Each instalment shall be treated as a separate 
contract.

4.2 Delivery shall be at the Customers premises unless otherwise 
agreed by the Seller. Goods are despatched by the Seller’s carrier, the 
cost of which is born by the Customer. Goods despatched by special 
delivery of whatever kind at the Customers request are subject to a 
carriage surcharge. The Customer has the right to arrange for his own 
carrier at his expense.

4.3 If the Customer refuses or fails to take delivery of goods tendered 
the Seller shall be entitled to terminate the contract with immediate 
effect or to dispose of the goods as it may determine and the Seller 
reserves the right to recover from the Customer a minimum handling 
fee of 50% of the total price of such goods (plus VAT thereon) which 
shall be paid by the Customer within 15 days of the date of invoice.

5: Payment Terms and Overdue Accounts

5.1 For new customers, and until such time as an approved account 
has been opened, the Company will require orders to be paid for in full 
at the time of placing the order and before despatch. Payment can be 
made by cheque, credit or debit card.

5.2 Without prejudice to any other right of the Company, interest will 
be charged both before and after any judgment on all sums owing to 
the Company which are overdue at the rate of 2% per month or part 
thereof from the date such sums became overdue until the Company 
receives payment in full thereof together with such interest.

5.3 Without prejudice to any other right of the Company, the Company 
reserves the right to withhold delivery of all Goods to the Customer 
if any sum owing to the Company from the Customer is overdue until 
such sum is paid in full together with any interest due thereon.

5.4 The Company reserves the right to negotiate independent 
settlement terms for any new accounts or where special circumstances 
prevail. These terms to be agreed in advance and confirmed in writing.

5.5 The Seller reserves the right to revise the amount of credit allowed 
to the Buyer.

6: Shortages, Damage, Returns

6.1 Shortages and damages in transit must be notified to us no later 
than 3 working days after receipt of the Goods. We cannot accept any 
claims after this time.

6.2 Goods must be signed for as damaged, parcels pilfered or broken 
open. Generally “not examined” will not be concise enough to claim. 
Non delivery of goods must be notified to us within 10 days of receipt 
of our invoice. Failure to adhere to these terms could jeopardise any 
claim with our carriers.

6.3 The Company shall be under no obligation to accept returned 
Goods (unless such Goods breach any warranty or are found to be 
faulty) but may in its absolute discretion do so by prior agreement with 
the Customer. If the Company does so agree then the Customer must 
return such Goods carriage paid and provide the Company with details 
of the relevant invoice if possible. The Company reserves the right to 
impose a handling charge of 30% of the invoiced value of returned 
Goods and (if the Customer has not already paid the relevant invoice) 
such handling charge (if imposed) must be paid forthwith upon return 
of the Goods and the Company’s acceptance of such returned Goods 
shall be conditional upon prompt payment thereof.

6.4 The Company shall be under no obligation to accept returned 
Goods (unless such Goods breach any warranty or are found to be 




